
Quality of Service (QoS) in LTE
LTE Quality of Service (QoS) has become an important part of network planning & design when deploying 4G/LTE �xed 
broadband wireless for data & voice services. There are subscribers who use LTE services for critical operations (e.g. voice 
calls, bank transactions, hospital operations), and there are subscribers who just want to enjoy premium Internet & 
applications experiences.  LTE was designed to meet these increased data and application demands with reliable 
connections and low cost of deployment. A best case scenario would feature a highly-�exible QoS framework that is 
built to withstand future challenges. Advanced LTE QOS de�nes priorities for certain customers or services during 
congestion. 

In LTE Broadband Network QoS is implemented between CPE and PDN Gateway and is applied to a set of bearers. 
'Bearer' is basically a virtual concept and is a set of network con�guration to provide special treatment to set of tra�c 
e.g. VoIP packets are prioritized by network compared to web browser tra�c. In LTE, QoS is applied on Radio bearer, S1 
bearer and S5/S8 bearer, collectively called as EPS bearer as shown in �gure below:

Understanding Default & Dedicated Bearer
To best implement the concept of Qos in a LTE network, we must understand the bearer types and properties associated 
with each bearer. Two types of Bearer exist - Dedicated bearer and Default bearer. Default bearer is established when a 
CPE is initially attached to LTE network while dedicated bearer is always established when there is need to provide QoS 
to speci�c service (like VoIP, video etc). 
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Dedicated Bearer in LTE

Dedicated bearersare the secondary bearers that are created on top of the existing default bearer. Dedicated bearer 
shares the IP address previously established by the default bearer therefore dedicated bearer does not require to occupy 
additional IP address. 

Dedicated bearer are mostly used as GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate) services although it can also can be a non-GBR service. 

services can be .

For services like VoLTE we need to provide better user experience and this is where Dedicated bearer would come 
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the user end data is treated when it travels across the LTE network. Network might treat certain type of data in a priori-

while other may assign lower transfer rate. In a simply explanation, LTE bearers are sets of network parameter that 

One example of using bearers to provide tiered service packages – A premium subscriber will always get at least 5Mbps 
download speed on his LTE broadband service while for a basic package subscriber there is no guaranteed bit rate and 

Default Bearer in LTE

depend on the service subscribed and remain connected until service is changed or terminated. For many carriers 

day. Each default bearer comes with an IP address. Each LTE broadband subscriber can have additional default bearers as 
well. Each default bearer will have a separate IP address. QCI 5 to 9 (Non- GBR) can be assigned to default bearer. 
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Dedicated bearer can be subdivided into Non-GBR and GBR types. 

GBR - The minimum guaranteed bit rate per EPS bearer. GBRs are speci�ed individually for uplink and downlink. 

A value of a GBR QoS parameter is pre-determined and associated to the bearer. If the tra�c carried by that GBR bearer 
conforms to the value of associated with the bearer, congestion-related packet losses will not occur on the services 
utilizing that GBR bearer. This can be initiated on the network end (e.g. the access base stations) during activation or 
admission control processes, and are executed when the bearer is established. 

A GBR bearer typically is established “on demand” because it blocks transmission resources by reserving them in an 
admission control function.

An LTE �xed broadband carrier may leverage GBR bearers to implement “service blocking” rather than “downgrade 
service”. For most carriers this is a preferred user experience, in which network carriers block a service request rather 
than enabling all services with degrades quality and performance.   

This is relevant in scenarios in situations voice services will remained up while data and other tra�cs will be discontin-
ued during an emergency or extreme heavy network loading,   
 
Non-GBR – No minimum guaranteed bit rate per EPS bearer.

On the other hand Internet network service utilizing a non-GBR bearer is prone to congestion related packet losses. 
Non-GBR does not block any network speci�c tra�c or transmission resources. A non-GBR is established in the default or 
dedicated bearer and however, can remain established for a long period of time. 

Whether a service is realized based on GBR or non-GBR bearers, the policy of a carrier or service provider is depend on 
anticipated tra�c load versus dimensioned capacity. Assuming su�ciently dimensioned capacity is available, any 
service, both real time and non-real time, can be realized based on non-GBR bearer.

Other parameter associated with all bearers - QoS class of identi�er (QCI) which de�nes IP level packets characteristics: 

QCI Bearer Type Priority Packet Delay Packet Loss Example 
1  

 
GBR 

2 100 ms 10 VOIP Call 
2 4 150 ms 10 Video Call  
3 3 50 ms Online Gaming (Real Time)  
4 5 300 ms  

 

10 

Video Streaming  
5  

 
Non-GBR 

1 100 ms IMS Signaling  
6  

6 
 

300 ms Video, TCP based services e.g. 
email, chat, ftp etc.

7 7 100 ms 10 Voice, Video, Interactive gaming  
8 8  

300 ms 
 

10 Video, TCP based services e.g. 
email, chat, ftp etc.  9 9 

The expansion and migration burden on carriers’ cellular infrastructure continues to grow rapidly. While advanced 
modulation techniques and antenna technologies have made great improvement in increasing RF & network e�ciency, 
limitation on usable radio spectrum and backhaul capacity is a everyday challenge and expensive.
 
If voice & video tra�c were treated as normal packet data, an LTE network would deliver it (alongside every other type of 
tra�c) via physical shared channels using the default evolved packet system (EPS) bearer originally designed to deliver 
regular data tra�c to an application server such as a Web server. These “best e�ort” IP delivery methods provide no 
control over service quality. 

BEC’s 4G/LTE CPE products introduce the concept of an EPS dedicated bearer to establish speci�c tolerances for packet 
delay, error loss, and guaranteed versus non-guaranteed bit rates. Dedicated bearer setup along with BEC’s Dual APN 
service enable quality controlled services with highest user experiences and satisfaction.
 


